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In 2013, we hoped to put our design ideas into successful cases, not just to present them on papers. Design 

is not only designing a product shape, but the combination of production process and realization, design 

sharing (To delivery the products in front of clients with their best appearance), and design sales (To transform 

the design language into sales language and display the products with reasonable presentations in every single 

terminal). This combination is the only way to provide the best ever experience that is given to end users. Begin 

from this point, Grado was born to complete a design experiment. 

Grado means “angle”in Italian. It reminds us to see designs from new perspectives, to pursue a simple and 

natural style, to design furniture that are related to daily life closely. We try to bring furniture back into the 

nature of “a houseware”, a friendly object like something from the old days. 

It is so convinced within us that good products are the one and only soul of a brand good products stand 

for promising marketing and sales, that’s why we’re focusing on the product itself to develop creative and 

elegant furniture that are serving well to global interior designers, fitting into different spaces as offices, homes, 

restaurants, hotels, libraries, and more.  

--- grado Founder & CEO

THE STORY 
BEGINS
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WE ARE 
FROM 
HANGZHOU,
CHINA
We are from Hanzhou, China, a famous historical city, adjacent to the Qiantang River and the West Lake, the end of the 

Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal, and the capital city of the Southern Song Dynasty. The region contributed to the beauty of 

Su Shi's poems about the West Lake , and Marco Polo called it the crown of the world's cities. Known for its humanistic and 

romantic spirit, it bred stories like Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai, an eastern fairy love story, and it is also where the grave of 

Yue Fei, a General widely known for his loyalty, lies permanently. This storytelling city incubated a brand like Grado, and it also 

gathered a group of ambitions people to achieve a same dream. 
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R&D Center at Deqing
DESIGN
RESEARCH 
&
DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
SALES
Grado, founded at Hangzhou in 2014, is an international furniture design brand that integrates R&D, design, production and 

global sales. We hope each product has its own unique story, transmitting grado's pursuit of quality and thinking about design. 

Grado takes the space demand as its starting point, suitable for multiple spaces like offices, public lounge areas, homes, 

hotels, home stays, to name a few. 

The Deqing R&D Center is where the design inspirations 

are realized. Founded in 2018, it has an over 12,000 SQM 

modern production workshop, dozens of furniture R&D 

engineers with over 20 years experience and more than 40 

production employees. 

W-Park Headquarters
Hangzhou WPark Headquarter is the birthplace of Grado 

brand inspirations. Established in 2018, with more than 70 

employees, it consists of Design Department, Marketing 

Department, Supply Chain Department, Domestic Sales 

Department, International Trade Department, Human 

Resource Department and Finance Department.

Grado Showroom
Grado showroom is a place for sharing inspirations with 

customers, it is a port to obtain and satisfy our customers' 

needs. We listen to the users' demands and share the fruits of 

our research. 
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GRADO
DEQING
R&D
CENTER
Grado Deqing R&D Center has 70 workers, 2 sample markers with more than 15 years experience  and 

10+ senior workers with more than 5 years experience in furniture production. It covers an area of 

12,000 SQM with a total investment of 5 million Yuan, and machines imported such as CNC milling 

machines from Japan, drills from Germany, 3D printers and other equipment s from other countries. It has 

a sampling workshop, a wood processing workshop, a sewing workshop, a material room, a soft package 

workshop, a finished product warehouse, etc. 
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HANGZHOU
GRADO
W-PARK
HEADQUARTERS

Founded in 2018, WPark Headquarter has a team with more than 70 employees, consists 

of Design Department, Marketing Department, Supply Chain Department, Domestic Sales 

Department, International Trade Department, Human Resource Department and Finance 

Department. The WPark Headquarter gathers talents and international teams from all 

over the world, providing service globally. 
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JIANGSU CHANGZHOU STORE

HANGZHOU BINJIANG STORE

HANGZHOU K-LAB STORE

HANGZHOU DONGXIN STORE

JAKARTA, INDONESIA SHOWROOM SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA SHOWROOM

GRADO
SHOWROOM
& STORE
Grado's direct-sales Hangzhou Huanglong K-lab Store and Hangzhou Binjiang Sixth Space Store 

and cooperated Hangzhou Dongxin Park Store, provide successful instances of 3 retail format 

solutions: comprehensive shopping mall, furniture market and art creative park. Existed overseas 

showrooms include Jakarta, Indonesia, and Sydney, Australia. Opening overseas showrooms 

include Soul, South Korea, and Singapore central city.
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CHINA
JAPAN
INDIA

SOUTH KOREA
RUSSIA

SINGAPORE
MALAYSIA

INDONIESIA
SOUTH KOREA

THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
THE UNITED STATES

CANADA
THE UNITED KINDOM

AUSTRALIA
ISREAL
CHILE

GERMAN
MOZANBIQUE
NETHERLAND

SOUTH AFRICA

20+
COUNTRIES
GLOBAL
TRADE

Grado has been providing products and services to customers from more than 20 

countries. The Asia-Pacific Region, the Americas Region, the Middle East Region, Europe 

and emerging countries along with global sales service system have been established. 

The Overseas Business department has established a sales team that can serve more 

than 20 countries and regions. Greater China's market has capabilities in providing 

service for 24 provinces, municipalities and autonomous.
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30+
DESIGN- 
AWARDS
WINNER

ITALY A'DESIGN 
AWARDS
Lotus Side Table
Bunny Chair
Bend Chair

2015

Bunny Chair

Koi Screen

Lord Longe Chair
Dada Table Series
Beatles Lounge Chair
Sketch Chair
Bend Chair

Bunny Chair
Sketch Chair

CHICAGO GOOD 
DESIGN AWARDS

GERMAN
RED-DOT AWARDS

2015

2016

CHINA RED STAR 
DESIGN AWARDS

2017/2018

GERMAN ICONIC
AWARDS

2018

Two Halves Mirror
Mood Screen

KAPOK DESIGN 
AWARDS CHINA 

2018
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CHINA
DENMARK

NEW ZEALAND
ITALY

SWEDEN
USA
UK

RUSSIA
JAPAN

THE WORLD'S 
TOP 
COOPERATIVE 
SUPPLIERS
As a global brand, we have world's top resources, such as fabrics from Denmark, 

wool from New Zealand, leather from Italy, wood from Finland, Russia, and 

America, chemicals from Sweden, and crafts from China. 
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MEDIA 
ATTENTION & 
CROSS-BORDER 
COOPERATION
Grado has attracted a lot of media attention and been reported accordingly. Special 

appearance and inspiration stories also attract cross-border cooperation between 

Grado and partners from other fields, making the brand exposed all the year around.  

Grado has attracted a lot of media attention and been reported 

accordingly. Special appearance and inspiration stories also attract 

cross-border cooperation between Grado and partners from other 

fields, making the brand exposed all the year around.  

Grado has a close relationship with many medias, and the high-quality 

product design brings a lot of media exposures. Grado became a 

partner of the hot drama "King of the Scenes" in 2019, products were 

exposed constantly in the drama scene, the exposure was over 100 

million times.around.  
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2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2014

2016.3  JIANZHUJIYUAN- SHANGHAI

2016.3  CIFF- 1

2016.3  CIFF- 2

2016.4  MILAN DESIGN WEEK

2016.9 SHANGHAI FURNITURE - HONGQIAO

2018.3  FURNITURE CHINA - DONGGUAN

2018.6  MILAN DESIGN WEEK

2018.9  DESIGN CHINA BEIJING

2018.9  INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE - SHANGHAI

2018.11 GUANGZHOU  DESIGN WEEK

2019.1  M&O - PARIS
2019.3  SHENZHEN DESIGN WEEK
2019.3 DESIGN SHANGHAI
2019.3 CIFF - GUANGZHOU
2019.3  FURNITURE CHINA - DONGGUAN
2019.12 GUANGZHOU  DESIGN WEEK

GLOBAL 
EXHIBITION 
Grado has been continuously invited to Milan Design Week in Italy for 5 years, pushing this young brand into an obvious 

position in the furniture industry. Since 2014, Grado has participated in more than 30 exhibitions including high-end furniture 

exhibitions and design exhibitions at home and abroad, establishing contact with global designers and obtaining first-hand 

customer resources.

2014.3 CIFF

2014.4 MILAN DESIGN WEEK

2014.10 CIID- XIAMEN

2015.5  CIFF- 1

2015.3  CIFF -2

2015.4  MILAN DESIGN WEEK

2015.7 JIANZHUJIYUAN- SHANGHAI

2015.9 SHANGHAI FURNITURE - HONGQIAO

2017.1 MINIMARKET SHANGHAI

2017.3 DESIGN SHANGHAI

2017.3 FURNITURE CHINA - DONGGUAN

2017.3 CIFF- GUANGZHOU

2017.4 MILAN DESIGN WEEK

2017.5 HOTELEX - SHANGHAI

2017.9 INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE - SHANGHAI

2017.9 CHINA FURNITURE - HONGQIAO

2017.9 BEIJING DESIGN WEEK
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SCHOOL

BANK

HOME

CAR 4S SHOP

RESTURANT

INTERNET

RETAIL STORE

OFFICE

SERVING 
WELL-KNOWN 
INDUSTRIES 
& HEAD 
COMPANIES 
With its excellent service capability and globalized service system, Grado has won the favor 

and highly comments of head enterprises in all various fields, the world's top 500 companies, 

Internet giants and multinational groups.

Grado want to be a brand that keeps you accompanied for 16 hours. 

The Contract Series keep you accompanied 8 hours for work, and 

another 8 for life.
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URBANSPACE
FURNITURE

ENJOY WORK
ENJOY LIFE

LIVING
HOSPITALITY

OFFICE

We want to provide you with Urbanspace Furniture,which means urban, 

space and furniture. It is suitable for various spaces, such as office, public 

space and other various fields, always being closer to work and life.
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LIVING
Different people have different home styles. Home is like a mirror, 
it reflects everyone's truest personality. It could be unabashed, 
introverted, simple, or even full of surprises. No matter how many 
disguises, at the moment of home, all masks will be removed. 

We are convinced that every object in our home will become a 
part of our life as time goes by, which deserves carefully selection 
and consideration. This is our attitude towards life and ourselves.

Our designers are all artists. They explore life, research design, 
respect inspiration and personality, and integrate emotions into 
designs. This is why every piece of Living masterpiece contains an 
unique story. 
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HOSPITALITY
Keep you accompanied for 16 hours
Grado want to be a brand that keeps you accompanied for 16 
hours. The Contract Series keep you accompanied 8 hours for 
work, and another 8 for life. Our daily life is consisted of various 
scenes, such as offices, restaurants, leisure areas, and sports 
areas, etc., the Contract Series, is the furniture product line that 
could be applied into any of these mentioned scenarios. 

“Fill this city with good things”
Like the Utopian world of artists, Grado Lab hates the ugly things, 
uncomfortable designs, disharmonious color combinations, and 
anti-human space layouts. We hope that Contract will become 
the designer's brush and draw more beautiful lines for the city, 
with practical, simple, elegant and natural characters.

“Enjoy work, enjoy life”
Enjoy work, enjoy life. Work does not have to be as sharp as a 
marble, and the happiness should be tasted when a teamwork is 
accomplished. On the other hand, the sense of belongs should 
never be lost in these city forests, because you are accompanied 
by your family, your friends, and your furniture at home. Grado 
Contract will be the friend in this city.
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OFFICE
The nature of work has been quietly changed, unfortunately, most 
offices are still changeless. Office Republic provides a pleasant 
office experience for employees, makes it easier and more 
effective to achieve strategic goals.

We are paying attention to the changes of office, advocating a 
more humanized “living office” concept with space solution, and 
interpreting it with a new office where people are willing to take 
communication and collaboration , enjoy concentration and 
relaxing, and give a feeling of efficient and pleasant. Grado 
hopes the new work spaces transmit enterprise culture and value, 
and meanwhile, respect, expectation and warm should be tasted 
when people comes to the office. Work should be enjoyed in a 
warm and released atmosphere.

The Relationship between Enterprises and Employees under the 
Background of "China Speed" : As Employees play a critical role 
in enterprise, providing a good working space for employees can 
not only improve their satisfaction and loyalty, but also stimulate 
their enthusiasm and creative potential. 
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SI VI

SU 3D CAD Cloud
rander

Project
image

Quality 
certification

Project 
proposal

Non-back
image

Color
swatch

Installation 
instruction

Lesson Video After-sale 
protection

Catalogue Software

Price list Wechat SI System VI System Web

WE HAVE 
PREPARED 
FOR YOU
We have prepared a complete Brand-Kit including band introduction,full set of catalogues, 

production information, project pictures, and so on. By 5 years of hard working, providing 

partners with faster, more comprehensive and more considerate services is well established.
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100% 
RESTORED
Depending on the completed brand-kit, Grado is ensuring the unity of materials, from the 

beginning to the very end of any project. The white background of the product in the proposal 

stage, the SU models used for project determination, and the 3D models used for project 

deepening rendering ensure that each detail is highly restored from idea to reality.
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ADDRESS
Binjiang District
BinAn rd. No.1181
Hangzhou City
Zhejiang Province, China

CONTACT US
+86 400 080 8822
www.gradodesign.com
info@gradodesign.com

FOLLOW US


